Think of someone you admire, someone who made a positive difference in your life, maybe a favorite teacher. Now narrow the focus: Why did that person have such an impact? Chances are, this person...

- **CARED** about you.
- **LISTENED** to you.
- **BELIEVED** in you.

Now you want to share that sense of confidence. Help someone else, perhaps a younger version of yourself, succeed. You want a career that feeds your soul.

**You can have that career...**

**It is called business **TEACHING**.

Becoming a business teacher gives you a career with staying power. It is a profession that is relevant, practical, and diverse in its opportunities. Teaching offers real-world work experience as part of your education. Additionally, a business education degree qualifies you for multiple career paths immediately after graduation or at any stage in your life. It facilitates balance between your personal and professional life and offers challenging and satisfying work and the chance to stand with industry leaders on the cutting edge of business.

**And most important, the chance to MAKE A DIFFERENCE!**